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ABSTRACT: Viruses are infections species that infect a large
spectrum of living systems. Although displaying a wide variety of
shapes and sizes, they are all composed of nucleic acid encapsulated
into a protein capsid. After virions enter the host cell, they replicate
to produce multiple copies of themselves. They then lyse the host,
releasing virions to infect new cells. The high proliferation rate of
viruses is the underlying cause of their fast transmission among
living species. Although many viruses are harmless, some of them
are responsible for severe diseases such as AIDS, viral hepatitis, and ﬂu. Traditionally, electron microscopy is used to identify and
characterize viruses. This approach is time- and labor-consuming, which is problematic upon pandemic proliferation of previously
unknown viruses, such as H1N1 and COVID-19. Herein, we demonstrate a novel diagnosis approach for label-free identiﬁcation and
structural characterization of individual viruses that is based on a combination of nanoscale Raman and infrared spectroscopy. Using
atomic force microscopy−infrared (AFM-IR) spectroscopy, we were able to probe structural organization of the virions of Herpes
Simplex Type 1 viruses and bacteriophage MS2. We also showed that tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) could be used to
reveal protein secondary structure and amino acid composition of the virus surface. Our results show that AFM-IR and TERS
provide diﬀerent but complementary information about the structure of complex biological specimens. This structural information
can be used for fast and reliable identiﬁcation of viruses. This nanoscale bimodal imaging approach can be also used to investigate
the origin of viral polymorphism and study mechanisms of virion assembly.

V

lon15,9 and many other viruses. Using cryo-EM, Bayﬁeld and
co-workers resolved structural organization of bacteriophage
P23-45.10 Yuan and co-workers were able to resolve the
structure of Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 (HSV-1) and Type 2
(HSV-2) at a resolution of 3.1 Å,11 whereas Liu and coworkers revealed the mechanism of genome packaging HSV1.12 The power of cryo-EM has its cost: thousands of
micrographs must be taken to resolve a virus structure.
Optical nanoscopy oﬀers a unique opportunity to solve this
problem without a substantial sacriﬁce of sensitivity and spatial
resolution. There are two optical nanoscopy techniques: tipenhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) and atomic force
microscopy−infrared (AFM-IR) spectroscopy.13−16 Although
both techniques share the same scanning probe microscopy
chassis, TERS and AFM-IR have completely diﬀerent physical
principles.17 In TERS, Raman scattering from molecules
located directly under the tip is enhanced by localized surface

iruses are small infection agents that are responsible for
numerous diseases such as AIDS, cancer, hepatitis, and
ﬂu. Most viruses are composed of either DNA or RNA
encapsulated into a protein coat that is known as a capsid.1
These relatively simple species have extremely eﬃcient
replication mechanisms that are slightly diﬀerent for
mammalian, plant, and bacterial viruses. First, virions attach
to the surface of a host cell via speciﬁc interactions of the
capsid proteins and cell receptors. Once attached, virions
typically enter in mammalian cells through endocytosis or
membrane fusion. The cell penetration mechanism of phages2
and plant viruses3 is substantially more sophisticated. At the
end, the infected cell synthesizes multiple copies of both
protein and nucleic acid components that assemble together,
forming new virions. After cell lysis, these virions can infect
new cells, enabling rapid propagation of the virus in the living
organism.4
Most viruses range in size from ∼20 nm to 400 nm, which
limits the use of optical microscopy for their studies.
Therefore, structural characterization of viruses is primarily
done by electron microscopy (EM). Over the past decade,
tremendous eﬀort has been made to resolve structures of a
large variety of viruses.5,6 For instance, the Jiang laboratory
resolved structures of rotavirus,7 bacteriophage P22,8 epsi© XXXX American Chemical Society
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plasmon resonances (LSPRs).18−20 This enhancement allows
for single-molecule detection.21,22 AFM-IR measures thermal
expansions of the sample that are triggered by pulsed infrared
light.23,24 These thermal expansions of the sample are recorded
by AFM probe. Next, photothermal response of the sample is
converted to its IR spectrum. In both TERS and AFM-IR, the
tip is rastered above the surface with simultaneous acquisition
of Raman and IR spectra, respectively.25−28 As a result, a
chemical map of the sample can be recorded allowing to probe
the structure and composition of analyzed specimens with
subdiﬀraction spatial resolution. AFM-IR and TERS also have
diﬀerent penetration depth. In TERS, it is limited to ∼1 nm
below the tip metal surface,29 whereas the penetration depth of
AFM-IR is several hundreds of nanometers23 (see Figure 1).

Article

lipid envelope and a removed tegument layer, called C-capsids)
were deposited on a mica coated by 70 nm of gold, whereas
MS2 virions were placed on the same gold-coated silicon wafer
with gold microplates (AuMPs).34 These AuMPs have
atomically ﬂat surface and therefore become ideal substrates
for small MS2.35 This phage is a small RNA virus with nearicosahedral capsid that is ∼30 nm in diameter. It is commonly
used as vector system in biotechnology, as well as an indicator
virus in wastewater treatment.36,37

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
MS2 and HSV-1 Sample Preparation. MS2. The MS2
phages were puriﬁed from E. coli ER2738 cells after bacterial
cell infection by wild-type MS2. After the virions lysed the
cells, the sample was puriﬁed by CsCl density gradient
centrifugation. All cell debris were removed by phage
puriﬁcation protocol reported by Meng et al.2 The ﬁnal
concentration is ∼5 mg/mL for the phage MS2 protein. The
purity of phage MS2 protein was tested by dynamic light
scattering (DLS) and the purity is 97.6%.
HSV-1. African green monkey kidney cells (Vero) were
infected with HSV-1 KOS strain at a MOI of 5 plaque-forming
units (PFU) per cell for 20 h at 37 °C. Cells were scraped into
solution and centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 10 min in a JLA16.250 rotor. The cell pellet was resuspended in 20 mM Tris
buﬀer (pH 7.5) on ice for 20 min and lysed via the addition of
1.25% (v/v) Triton X-100 (Alfa Aesar) for 10 min on ice.
Lysed cells were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min, and the
nuclei pellets were resuspended with the addition of 1×
protease inhibitor cocktail (Complete, Roche). Nuclei were
disrupted by sonication for 30 s, followed by treatment with
DNaseI (Thermo-Fisher) for 30 min at room temperature.
Large debris were cleared by brief centrifugation, and the
supernatant was spun in a 20%−50% (w/w) sucrose gradient
in TNE buﬀer (500 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM Na2EDTA,
pH 8.0) at 24 000 rpm in a SW41 rotor for 1 h. The C-capsid
and A-capsid bands were isolated by side puncture, diluted in
TNE buﬀer, and centrifuged at 23,000 rpm for an additional 1
h. Capsids were resuspended in TNE buﬀer.
Sample Preparation. The HSV-1 virus was deposited on 70
nm gold-coated mica. MS2 virus was deposited on 70-nm-thick
gold microplates located on a silicon wafer. Experimental
procedure for synthesis of gold microplates have been reported
by Wang and Kurouski.34,35 For this, 10 μL of virus solution
was drop-cast on the substate surface. After the solution was
exposed on the surface for 5 min, it was removed by a pipet.
Next, the surface was rinsed by deionized (DI) water 4 or 5
times and dried under room temperature.
AFM-IR. AFM-IR imaging was conducted using a Nano-IR3
system (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The IR source was a
QCL laser. Contact-mode AFM tips (Anasys Instruments, Inc.,
Santa Barbara, CA, USA) with a resonance frequency of 13 ± 4
kHz and a spring constant of 0.007−0.4 N/m were used to
obtain all spectra and maps. IR maps at 1640−1660 cm−1 and
1022−1087 cm−1 wavenumber values were obtained to study
the distribution of protein and nucleic acid, respectively (see
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). AFM height and
deﬂection images were acquired simultaneously with the IR
maps. Spatial resolution of AFM-IR was ∼10 nm.30 The
absence of a background signal contribution to the reported
AFM-IR spectra of viruses was also determined (see Figures S2
and S3 in the Supporting Information).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of complementarity of AFM-IR
and TERS in structural characterization of viruses. These two optical
nanoscopy techniques have diﬀerent probing depths: AFM-IR probes
the entire volume of virions, providing information about the
structure of both the protein capsid and the nucleic acid encapsulated
in it. Enhancement in TERS decays rapidly as the distance from the
tip metal surface increases, which allows for probing only the surface
of analyzed specimens. Speciﬁcally, TERS probes the protein
secondary structure and amino acid composition of analyzed virions.17

This diﬀerence in probing depths of AFM-IR and TERS
becomes critically important in the characterization of
structurally heterogeneous biological systems.17 For instance,
Rizevsky and Kurouski recently showed that AFM-IR could be
used to reveal core and outer shell of insulin ﬁbrils, protein
aggregates that are directly linked to injection amyloidosis and
type 2 diabetes,30 whereas TERS provided information about
the surface structure of these aggregates.31−33
Expanding upon these ﬁndings, we used AFM-IR and TERS
to probe chemical structure of two viruses: HSV-1 and MS2.
HSV-1 is a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) member of
Herpesviridae family that causes cold sores.11 The virus has a
diameter of ∼150 nm and consists of a glycoprotein-bound
envelope, an amorphous protein layer called the tegument, and
an icosahedral capsid with dsDNA.11 HSV-1 capsid plays an
important role in the release of viral genome into the nucleus
of the host cell, simultaneously protecting viral genome from
damage. Puriﬁed DNA-ﬁlled capsids of HSV-1 (with a stripped
B
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Figure 2. AFM-IR imaging of individual (A−F) HSV-1 and (G−L) MS2 virions. Chemical maps of protein (panels ((B), (E), (H), and (K)) and
nucleic acid (panels (C), (F), (I), and (L)) components of viral particles reveal their exterior and interior components. Scale bar = 600 nm (panels
(A)−(C)), 200 nm (panels (G)−(I)), 300 nm (panels (D)−(F)), and 68 nm (panels (J)−(L)). Viral particles are showed by white and gray
arrows; residual cell debris is shown by a blue arrow.

TERS. TERS imaging was done on AIST-NT-HORIBA
system equipped by 633 nm continuous wavelength (CW)
laser. Laser light was brought to the sample in a sideillumination geometry using a 100× Mitutoyo microscope
objective. Scattered electromagnetic radiation was collected
using the same objective and directed into HORIBA iHR550
spectrograph equipped with a Synapse EM-CCD camera
(HORIBA, Edison, NJ). Three independent TERS measurements revealed consistent vibrational ﬁngerprints of MS2 (see
Figures S4 and S5 in the Supporting Information). For TERS,
AFM tips were purchased from Appnano (Mountain View,
CA). The tip parameters are a force constant of 2.7 N/m, a
resonance frequency of 50−80 kHz, and an amplitude of 20
nm, respectively. The scanning rates for low- and highmagniﬁcation TERS image are 125 and 20 nm/s, respectively.
For a metal deposition, AFM tips were placed in a thermal
evaporator (MBrown, Stratham, NH). Metal deposition was
conducted at ∼1 × 10−6 mbar by thermal evaporation of gold
(Kurt J. Lesker, Eﬀerson Hills, PA) at 0.1 Å/s rate to a ﬁnal 70
nm Au thickness on the AFM tips. Temperature at the tip
surface was ∼50 °C upon metal deposition.

and MS2 viruses, Figures 2 and 3. We found that MS2 particles
exhibit a smooth topology with an even distribution of protein
(1640 cm−1) and uneven distribution of nucleic acid (1022
cm−1) signals across virus particles (see Figure 2). These
ﬁndings are in a good agreement with a cryo-EM structure of
MS2.2 Meng and coauthors showed that RNA is unevenly
distributed in this virus: one-half of the virus has a higher RNA
density than the other (see Figure 3).2 At the same time,
proteins are evenly distributed in the capsid of MS2 (see
Figure 3).
AFM-IR imaging of HSV-1 revealed the opposite picture.
Protein signal (1660 cm−1) had uneven intensity across the
virus particles, whereas the intensity of nucleic acid signal
(1022 cm−1) appeared to be evenly distributed across HSV-1
(Figure 2, shown by white arrows). This experimental evidence
suggests that protein density in the HSV-1 capsid is uneven,
whereas the density of nucleic acid must be even across the
viral particle. Indeed, according to the cryo-EM structure
reported by Yuan,11 HSV-1 capsid consists of hexagonal
protein assemblies with spike proteins (see Figure 3). The
presence of these spike proteins results in an uneven
distribution of protein density across the HVS-1 capsid. The
genome of HSV-1 is made of dsDNA, which is tightly and
evenly packed in the capsid.38

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AFM-IR enabled visualization of both exterior (protein capsid)
and interior (nucleic acid) components of individual HSV-1
C
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Table 1. Vibrational Bands and Their Assignments for MS2
and HSV-1 Virions

Figure 3. Cut-open views for the cryo-EM maps of HSV-1 (left) and
MS-2 (right) resolved by Liu38 and Meng,2 respectively. Nucleic acid
content is indicated in yellow and the protein capsid is shown in blue.

vibrational
mode

assignment

ref

808
860
1020−1057
1100
1165
1258
1450
1517
1606−1660

nucleic acids (C3′-endo/anti (A-form helix)
nucleic acids (sugars)
nucleic acids (C−O stretching of sugars)
nucleic acids (symmetric stretching P−O−C)
proteins (C−O stretching mode of C−OH groups)
nucleic acids (P−O stretching)
CH2 scissoring
proteins (amide II)
proteins (CO stretching (amide I))

43
44
44
43
43
44
45
46
46

observed vibrational bands that can be assigned to C−O
stretching of deoxyribose residue (1020−1057 cm−1) and P−
O vibrations of nucleic acids (1258 cm−1).40−42 MS2 virions
exhibited substantially diﬀerent AFM-IR spectra. We found
that vibrational bands originating from nucleic acid sugars (808
and 860 cm−1), as well as P−O (1258 cm−1) and CH2 (1450
cm−1) vibrations, were found to be more intense, relative to
intensities of the corresponding bands in the spectrum of HSV1. Note that vibrational bands that originate from C−O
stretching vibrations of nucleic acid sugars (1020−1100 cm−1)
have diﬀerent relative intensities in AFM-IR spectra of MS2/
HSV-1 and IR spectra of dehydrated single-strand RNA and
dsDNA.41 Speciﬁcally, in AFM-IR spectra of MS2/HSV-1,
vibrational band at 1020 cm−1 appeared to be more intense
than bands at 1057 and 1100 cm−1, whereas, in the spectra of
dehydrated single-strand RNA and dsDNA, corresponding
vibrations at 1052 and 1087 cm−1 are more intense than 1020
cm−1 band. One can expect that this relative diﬀerence in the
intensities of C−O stretching vibrations of nucleic acid sugars
could be explained by diﬀerent conformations of nucleic acids:
“packed/coiled” in viruses and “relaxed” in classical IR
measurements of dehydrated nucleic acids. We have also
found that amide I band appeared to be blue-shifted to ∼1630
cm−1, suggesting a larger content of β-sheet in the capsid of
MS2. These virion particles also exhibit much stronger amide
II (1517 cm−1) and 1606 cm−1 bands. These results
demonstrate that AFM-IR can be used to probe the structural
organization of virions, allowing for identiﬁcation of the
viruses.

In addition to HSV-1 particles with even distribution of
dsDNA and uneven distribution of protein, we observed
particles with uneven distribution of both protein and nucleic
acid (Figure 2, shown by gray arrows). One can expect that
this may be attributed to HSV-1 polymorphism. Additional
studies are required to fully resolve this observation, which are
beyond the scope of the current work. Also note that the tipbroadening eﬀect (TBE) of AFM does not allow for precise
measurements of lateral dimensions of HSV-1 and MS2
particles, making objects appear larger than they are in
reality.35 At the same time, height measurements of these
viruses reﬂect expected diﬀerences in the sizes of HSV-1 and
MS2. We found that HSV-1 was 30−60 nm in height, whereas
the height of MS2 virions was only 4−9 nm. The height of
these two viruses reported by AFM was 3−4 times lower than
their actual diameter determined by cryo-EM. It was also
reported that when deposit the MS2 virus on pure mica
substrate, the height of the particle by AFM is around 10 nm.39
The diﬀerence in size may due to the adhesion from the
surface to the virus particles.
In addition to visualization, AFM-IR can be used to probe
structural organization of these viruses. AFM-IR spectra
collected from HSV-1 exhibit vibrational bands that can be
assigned to amide I (1660 cm−1), amide II (∼1517 cm−1), and
CH2 vibrations (1450 cm−1) (see Figure 4 and Table 1) (MS2
and Au microplate background spectra (Figure S2) and HSV-1
and Au-coated mica background spectra (Figure S3). We also

Figure 4. Averaged AFM-IR spectra collected from MS2 (red) and HSV-1 (blue) virions. In total, 140 MS2 and 161 HSV-1 spectra were averaged.
D
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region (amide I) and the 1517 cm−1 region (amide II), and the
carbohydrate region of nucleic acids (1000−1100 cm−1) (see
Table 1). The confusion table (Table 2) and variant
component plot (Figure 5), which report the results of PLSDA model, demonstrate that AFM-IR can be used for 100%
diﬀerentiation between the two viruses.
Although AFM-IR can be used to detect nucleic acid and
protein content of virions, which allows for their identiﬁcation,
it is not capable of probing protein secondary structure and
amino acid composition of virus surfaces. At the same time,
this information is vitally important for determining binding
aﬃnity of a virus with cell receptors to investigate the mode of
interaction. TERS can be used to bridge this gap. Therefore,
we collected TERS spectra from MS2 particles (see Figure 6,
as well as Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
We observed vibrational bands that can be assigned to
aliphatic (1185−1195, 1340−1350, 1390, and 1479 cm−1)
vibrations, as well as vibrations from amino and imino groups

Next, we used partial least-squares discriminant analysis
(PLS-DA) to demonstrate that AFM-IR enables conﬁrmatory
diﬀerentiation between these two viruses. AFM-IR spectra
were imported into MATLAB R2019b equipped by
PLS_Toolbox 8.6.2. The ﬁnal model, containing two latent
variables (LVs), was used to generate a misclassiﬁcation table
(Table 2) and a loadings plot (Figure 5). From the loadings
Table 2. Accuracy of Validation by PLS-DA with the Modela
MS2
HSV-1

number of members

correct

MS2

HSV-1

20
23

100%
100%

20
0

0
23

Article

a

Matthew’s Correlation coeﬃcient is 1.

plot, the model identiﬁed many of the peaks discussed
previously as being important predictors of class membership,
including those of proteins (LV 1 and LV 2) in the 1660 cm−1

Figure 5. Loadings plot (top) and variant component plot (bottom) of PLS-DA model used to diﬀerentiate between AFM-IR spectra collected
from MS2 and HSV-1. Spectral artifacts are marked by stars.
E
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Figure 7. Crystal structure of an outer surface of coat protein of the
MS2 capsid.2 Charge map (left) and protein secondary structure
superimposed on the charge may (right).

the capsid, compared to 178 copies of the coat protein, the
maturation protein is not considered in our current study.50
Indeed, both β-sheet and α-helix/unordered protein secondary
structure are present on the surface of the capsid made mostly
of coat proteins. Our results suggest that the amount of β-sheet
content on the virus surface is likely to be smaller than the
amount of α-helix protein secondary structure on the surface of
MS2 virus. The diﬀerence of results from AFM-IR and TERS
on secondary structure may be due to the fundamental
diﬀerence between these two spectroscopic methods, in terms
of their probing depth. AFM-IR probes the entire virus,
including the capsid and the nucleic acid, whereas TERS
primarily probes the outer layer of the viral capsid. We can also
observe that the peak intensity ratio of 1230 cm−1 and 1260
cm−1 is not always consistent, which can be related to the fact
that TERS reveals the outer surface chemical information (see
Figure S4 in the Supporting Information).
Our ﬁndings show that AFM-IR-TERS approach can be
used to probe structural organization of individual virus
particles. Also, such analysis takes minutes, which makes it
ideal for identifying viruses in a limited amount of time, which
is extremely important during an outbreak and pandemic
spread of novel viruses, such as COVID-19. Note that singlevirus resolution of this bimodal imaging approach can be
highly useful for determination of viral heterogeneity that is
typical for many viruses, including inﬂuenza.51 Such structural
heterogeneity of H1N1 or swine ﬂu A virions was responsible
for striking diﬀerences in the virulence of H1N1.51 Thus,
AFM-IR-TERS can be used to link the structure of viruses to
their virulence, which is a problem that has remained unclear
for decades. Lastly, our results show that this bimodal imaging
approach can be used to reveal localization of genomic
information inside capsids, which is extremely diﬃcult to
obtain using cryo-EM.

Figure 6. TERS spectra collected from MS2 particles.

of asparagine (asn), glutamine (gln), and lysine (lys) and
arginine (arg) (1051−1068, 1120−1150, and 1168 cm−1)33,47
(see Table 3). We also found bands at 1510−1541 cm−1,
Table 3. Vibrational Modes Observed in TERS Spectra
Collected from MS2 and Their Assignment
vibrational mode

assignmenta

1051−1068
1120−1150
1168
1185−1195
1235
1260
1340−1350
1390
1479
1510−1541
1560−1581

asn, gln, lys (NH3+)
asn, gln, lys (NH3+)
arg (=NH2+)
aliphatic (CH)
amide III (β-sheet)
amide III (α-helix/unordered structures)
aliphatic (CH2, CH3)
aliphatic (CH2)
aliphatic (CH2, CH3)
glu (COO−)
aromatic (Trp)

a

Data taken from ref 33.

which can be assigned to glutamic acid (glu) and bands at
1560−1581 cm−1 that correspond to aromatic ring vibrations
of tryptophan (trp).47 These ﬁndings demonstrate that the
surface of MS2 must have both positively charged amino and
imino groups, as well as negatively charged glutamic acid
groups. Analysis of cry-EM structure of the capsid building
block of MS2 conﬁrms our ﬁndings (see Figure 7).2 Indeed,
the outer surface of MS2 capsid proteins has both negative
(Figure 7, blue) and positive (Figure 7, red) charges
simultaneously present.
The position of amide III bands (1235−1260 cm−1) can be
used to determine protein secondary structure.47 Speciﬁcally,
β-sheet has amide III at ∼1230 cm−1, whereas α-helix/
unordered protein secondary structure has amide III at ∼1260
cm−1.48 From the perspective of protein secondary structure,
both β-sheet and α-helix/unordered protein secondary
structure are expected to be present on the surface of MS2
virion. Crystal structure of the coat protein of MS2 (PDB id:
2MS2) conﬁrmed our TERS results (see Figure 7).2,49 Since
the single maturation protein only makes up a small portion of

■

CONCLUSIONS
Using AFM-IR and TERS, two complementary label-free,
noninvasive, and nondestructive techniques, we were able to
probe structural organization of individual virions of MS2 and
HSV-1. We showed that AFM-IR can be used to reveal both
exterior (protein capsid) and interior (nucleic acid) parts of
individual viruses, whereas TERS allows for determination of
protein secondary structure and amino acid composition of
viral surfaces.
We also showed that the single virus article is suﬃcient for
correct identiﬁcation of viruses. Our results proved that
F
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coupling of AFM-IR to PLS-DA enabled 100% accuracy
diﬀerentiation between MS2 and HSV-1, based on their
spectroscopic signatures. Also, this bimodal imaging approach
can be used to determine the lifetime of viral particle survival
on surfaces, as well as rapid detection of viral contamination of
surface. This is critically important for conﬁrmatory diagnostics
of viral diseases, allowing one to cease their pandemic
proliferation.

■
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